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The properties of model distributions used in texture analysis up to now are
discussed. The normal distribution in the G-space (recently investigated by T. I.
Savjolova) is analysed. Its connection with the central limit theorem of probability
theory is demonstrated in a mathematically simplified manner. An analytically closed
approximative expression (with very high precision for halfwidths of practical
interest) for the normal distribution is derived. Possible correlations between forms
of texture components and mechanisms of texture development are mentioned.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The orientation distribution of the crystallites in a polycrystalline
sample is of main interest in texture analysis. This distribution is
described by the so-called orientation distribution function (ODF)
f(g), with ga set of three numbers unambiguously determining
the orientation of a crystal fixed, right-handed cartesian coordinate
system Kn in regard of a sample fixed coordinate system Kt
(Bunge, 1982).
Commonly three Eulerian angles (e.g. a, fl, 7) are used for g
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characterizing three rotations of certain order and manner with the
help of which KA can be oriented parallel to Kn. All possible
orientations lie in the "G-space"

g={t,fl, y); gG.O<, y <2r, 0<fl <:r, (1)
with

dg d sin fl dfl dy, f dg 82. (2)

Another possibility to characterize g is g [m, , ]. At this K
will be oriented parallel to K by a rotation around an axis with the
direction g (, its spherical angles in regard of K) through the
angle m:

g=[, , ][,]; geG’0<2, 00,, (3)

with

dg 4 sin2 dw sin 0 dO d, dg 82. (4)

In the sense of this picture an "orientation distance"

(g, g)= (g, gl)

exists between two points of the G-space given by the expression
(Varshalovi et al., 1975; Helming et al., 1987)

1 2 1 2cos cos cos + (g. 2) sin sin

(1-’_-r) sin fl f12 (5)+ cos
2 2

sin.
In practice the ODF f(g) of a sample is determined for a finite set

of G-space points (e.g. 5-steps for , fl, y)"

f(g), g G, m 1, 2,..., M. (6)
The large number of such ODF-data (M is a number of the order of
many thousands) makes an obvious ODF interetation very
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Figm’e 1 Orientation distribution f(g) of a cold rolled copper (9% Ge) alloy.
()1 -- ;717/2- if, (I) - p, (]02 $17/2- )t. Pole figure data from RWTH Aachen. ODF
reproduced and ghost corrected by the WIMV-method (cf. Wenk, 1985).

difficult. On the other hand (cf. Figure 1) regions of high mag-
nitudes around a small number K of preferred orientations g
(k 1, 2,..., K) are characteristic for real distributions and it is
desirable to interpret the ODF by such a small number of "texture
components".

In order to realize this concept more quantitatively (concept of
"data compression" or "component fit", cf. LOcke et al., 1986) the
given ODF is approximatively represented by a set of K model
distributions f(Bk, gOk, g) decreasing in a bell-like manner for
orientations g "far" from the centre of a component at g,. The
corresponding peak form is characterized by the symbol Bk
including a possible set of width-parameters.
The most simple model distribution can be constructed using

so-called "central functions" f(B, (o) depending on g and g by
their orientation distance (5) tb= tb(g,, g) only. Using such a
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picture the ODF modelled is given by
K

f(g) F + If(B, (o(g, gl), (7/
k=l

with F a constant background ("phon", 0 < F 1), the component
intensities I (0 I 1), and

f(g) dg f(Bk, (o(g, g)) dg 8zz; F + I 1. (8)
k=l

If for numerical calculations the harmonic method (cf. Bunge,
1982; Wenk, 1985; Matthies et al., 1987) is used:

f(g) Z Z C’nDtm,n(g ), (9)
l=O m,n =--l

the corresponding Fourier coefficients C’" are given by
K

C7’n= Fcal,O " E IkC’’"(k), (10)
k=l

with

ctm,n(k] 1"Cl(Bk)Dm,n(gk ), f(Bk, eb)= E Ct(Bk)t(eb),
1=0

6 (11/Ct(Bk)
2

f(Bk, ()t(() sin2- dth,

(th) sin ((2l + 1)th/E)/sin (th/2).

2 MODEL DISTRIBUTIONS USED IN TEXTURE ANALYSIS

The first model of the central type widely used in practice was
suggested by Bunge ("Bunge’s Gaussian distribution") and reads

fOY, (o) NOY)e-(cot)’, (12)
with

N(W) 2V/[W(1 e-(Wn))],
CLOY) [e -(1’’/21 e-((l+a)’I’n):l/(1 e-(’/z):),

2

(13)
(14)

(15)
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In the paper b always means the halfwidth (FWHM)--full width at
half maximum) of the corresponding bell-shaped curve

f(B, (o b/2) f(B, 6 0).

The symbol "" in (13) and (14) indicates that these approxima-
tions are valid for b << at only.
There is another number of unpleasant properties of this distribu-

tion yet. So the analytically closed form (12) does not possess the
property of symmetry of an orientation distance

Moreover, due to the restriction b <<at the distribution cannot
satisfactorily describe the whole width spectrum for bell-shaped
curves beginning with very sharp peaks (b--*0) up to the random
distribution f(B, t) 1. But much more serious is the fact, that the
most interesting related functions for texture analysis like pole
figures cannot be found in an analytically closed form and have to
be calculated by series of the type (9), (11) or (20). This leads to
unpleasant problems of series termination errors and numerical
accuracy (Matthies, 1988).

In order to overcome these difficulties the so called "standard
functions" were suggested (Matthies, 1980). Two forms have been
considered up to now. The "Gaussian standard function" is given
by (It(x)modified Bessel functions):

f(S, (o) N(S)es oCo, N(S) 1/(Io(S) Ix(S)), (16)

O<S<;

Cl(S) N(S) [Ii(S) II+(S)], (17)
S In 2/[2 sin2 (b/4)] for b < 2ff(_A S > In X/).

(18)
The calculation of pole figures (=(0, tp)---sample direction,
h=(O, tp)--projection direction) for a given ODF leads to
combinations of expressions of the type ("ideal pole figures")

r,,(y)=-- f({%, 0,, }-. {% O, 0})de. (19)

For a central function f(B, (o) the corresponding series reads
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(P(z)--Legendre polynomials):

with

,,(;) P(B, z)= , C(B)PI(Z), (20)
l=0

z h. gO. 37 (21)
For f(S, (o) the P(S, z) can be represented in a closed form:

P(S, z)= eS-l/2Io(S(z + 1)/2)N(S), (22)
as was demanded for a "standard function".
The second type of such functions was called "Lorentzian

standard function" (Matthies, 1982):

(1 + t2)2 + 4/2 COS2 (6/2)
f(t, tb) (1 t2)

[(1 + t2)2 4t2 COS2 (tb/2)]2’
0 < t < 1,

with

C(t) (21 + 1)t2’,
and for 0<b <2r(- t* <t < 1)
C COS2 (b/4), A (19C2- 34c + 19)1/2,
t= g- V"- 1, * (5 + Vi-)/2,

(23)

(24)

(25)

: 3A cos {3 arc cos [(-82c3 + 240c2 246c + 80)/A3)]) +

The corresponding standard pole figure P(t, z) reads (cf. (21))
e(t, z) (1 t4)/(1 2t2z + t4)3/2. (26)

With the help of these standard functions many problems can be
investigated in texture analysis. At this, especially their analytically
closed form is to be underlined once more permitting among other
things to realize numerical calculations with high accuracy. For
details see Matthies et al., 1987.
Whereas the Gaussian standard function (16) is practically

identical with Bunge’s Gaussian distribution (12) for small half-
widths b, the Lorentzian standard distribution (23) differs from
those. Normalized to equal magnitudes at & 0 the Lorentzian
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Filtre 2 Lorentzian (23) and Gaussian (16) standard distributions with the same
halfwidth b 20 (_AS 45.625; =0.87333) normalized to the altitude 100.

curve will be more narrow than the Gaussian curves in the vicinity
of the peak maximum (t3 < b/2). The Gaussian curves go extremely
quickly to zero for t3 > b/2, whereas the Lorentzian distribution
possesses a long tail which disappears slowly. See Figure 2. In this
connection the phenomenon of form effects is of certain interest.

3 FORM EFFECTS

Describing a given distribution by a model curve, small deviations,
especially at the flanks of a peak, seem to be not so aggravating
from a first view. But the most important information on a texture
component concerns its intensity, i.e. the integral about the peak
region up to an orientation distance t3* from the peak position
at gO:

I(t3*) / f(g) dg/(8:t2). (27)
(gO,g)<(o*
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Table 1 The dependence
of I(*).100% on * for
standard peaks with b--
15" (cL (27))

tb* G L

7.5

_
b/2 30% 9%

15.0"

_
b 87% 32%

22.5_3b/2 99% 50%
180 100% 100%

Due to the weighting factor sin2 &/2 in (4) the flank regions of a
peak give remarkable contributions to I(tD*). Table 1 gives an
impression how quickly a Gaussian (G) or Lorentzian (L) peak
reaches its full intensity in the orientation space.
Now, if we have a Gaussian f(tb)= Mf(S, (o) and a Lorentzian

peak f((o)=Mf(t, ) with the same halfwidth b (e.g. b 15)
and altitude the relations

f6(0) =fL(0)= M6f(S, 0)= MLf(t, 0), i.e. ML/M6 f(S, O)/f(t, O)
follow. Although the two peaks shown in Figure 2 (such a picture is
characteristic for ODF representations) do not differ very drastically
the difference of the intensities I(&*) is more impressive. So we get,
using the data from Table 1 and f(S, O)/f(t, O) 3. 45 for
b 15: IL(t* b/2)/l((o* b/2) =0.99, IL(b)/l(b) 1.25 and
h(3b/2)/l(3b/2)=1.74. I.e. even interpreting a texture com-
ponent in a finite region around its maximum only, remarkable
errors may appear in the evaluation of its intensity if the model dis-
tribution does not well describe the flank regions (Matthies, 1982).
Of course, in fit procedures it is much more pleasing to work with

simple Gaussian model peaks, and at the end every complicated
distribution can well be described by a set of peaks of a form once
fixed as it was underlined by Liicke et al., 1986. But the investiga-
tion of the true form of texture components is not an academic
question only, although the present quality of the experimental data
in regions of small magnitudes complicates the analysis of such
details. Just the form of texture components may contain valuable
informations on mechanisms of texture development, and it seems
to be worth to underline that the in principle available information
on the form of peaks is not used in texture analysis up to now.
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Unlike this situation in other fields of physics (cf. Egelstaff, 1965)
the analysis of peak forms is often the only possibility to get
valuable information on the mechanisms of interest.

4 THE TERM "NORMAL DISTRIBUTION"

In connection with the discussion of peak forms and model
distributions recently a new interesting aspect appears. Speaking
about Gaussian distributions it is not without interest to ask what
the term "Gaussian" generally means. Indeed, Bunges’s Gaussian
distribution (12) is only an analogon of the one-dimensional
"normal distribution"

1 e-"-)/a (28)f,,,(x)

investigated by Gauss and widely used in statistics. The Gaussian
standard distribution (16) was simply named so due to its analogical
behaviour for small halfwidths. But of own interest is the question
what a form the normal distribution (i.e. the "truly" Gaussian
distribution) possesses in the three-dimensional G-space with its
nontrivial metric (2) or (4). This is so more of importance because
the normal distribution in a given space plays a special role due to
its connection with the so-called central limit theorem of probabil-
ity theory.
As it will be explained in more detail below this theorem

considers the form of the probability distribution of a quantity
describing a sum of a large number of independent quantities all
possessing their own probability distributions. Now, understanding
a peak in an ODF as a distribution describing a result of a sum of
steps of texture development mechanisms applied to a large number
of crystallites in the sample it becomes evident why the normal
distribution in connection with peak forms is of direct interest for
texture analysis.
Valuable investigations dealing with the form of the normal

distribution in the G-space were recently performed by T. I.
Savjolova, 1985. Using the apparatus of rather abstract mathe-
matics this distribution was exactly derived by her for the common
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(g (o:, fl, y)) three-dimensional case. However the final results
could be represented in form of Fourier series only.
Because we are mainly interested in practical numerical applica-

tions, in analytically closed expressions, and (if possible) in simpl-
ified derivations of the corresponding relationships, additional
investigations were performed by us concerning the normal dis-
tribution. At this, the case of central distributions f(B, (o(g, g))
will only be considered below that leads to a one-dimensional
problem.

5 THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM

For our purposes we formulate this theorem (el. Richter, 1956) in
the following simplified form. Be Xl, x2,..., Xq,..., x a set of
independent, accidental quantities characterized by their probability
distributions

with

,q Xqgq(X) dx, dq (x ,q)2qgq(X) dx, (29)

then the probability distribution ,(X) of the quantity

X-- Xn . Xq, with 2.= X,,(X) dX,

D (X 2)2,(X) dX, (30)

goes for n >> 1 and any distributions q(Xq) (belonging to a class of
functions obeying relatively weak conditions) to the normal dis-
tribution F(X) of the form (28)

F(X)
1 -x-X/2o

2ve -(X) (n >> 1), (31)

with

f(-" f(n .q, and D D dq. (32)
q--1 q=l
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The exact expression for (n(X):

f dX,, f dX,,

f] axe(x-x_O %(x x,_) q(xo (33)

follows successively from the simplest case (n 2)

+(x) q(x- x),(x) dX; Xx =Xl. (34)

Now, considering a set of identical distributions tpq")(x)= q’)(x),
with

2(q") 0, and d(q") d") do (35)
we will get

.(x) Fo(X)
1 -oe n >> 1 (36)

an expression preserving the form of the normal distribution (31),
but with a finite dispersion D do for n--- also. An example
demonstrating how quickly the normal distribution arises is given in
Figure 3. Using this trick we can consequently find the form of the
considered normal distribution in more complicated spaces, too, if
we are able to determine the limit n of convolution integrals of
type (33) in these spaces.

In the simplest way this can be realized using the Fourier
representation given for the common one-dimensional case by the
expressions

ep(x) h (k) e2" dk, h(k) qg(x) e-2" dx, (37)

with the valuable property for convolution integrals of type (33)

P,,(X) H,,(k) e2"kx dk, Hn(k) - hq(k).
q-’l

(38)
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Figure 3 Demonstration of the convergence of ,(X) (33) to the normal
distribution Fo(x) (36). For tp(")(x), rectangular distributions with d(") 1/(12n) (cf.
(35)) are chosen. ,(X) (n 1, 2, 3) are shown. For 10 convolutions, ,(X) is
practically identical with Fo(x).

6 CONVOLUTION INTEGRALS IN THE G-SPACE

In difference to the Euclidian one-dimensional case described
above, orientations gq (a set of rotations) are to be considered now
instead of the xq. A "sum" of gl and g2 is to be understood as
GE=g2"gl At this, additional attention is necessary due to
g2"glgl"g2 as a rule. A "difference" g2-gl we define as
g2" gi-. With these presumptions a convolution integral of type (34)
is given by

/ q02(G2" gi-1)tpz(gz) dgz/(82). (39)tI2(G2)

Now, using the series representation (9) we get

CF"" ((I)2)DL’n(G’I) fa c,’m,,((p2)D,m,,,(gl G)
1,m,n 1, m,n

x Z "1)D,,,,,,,,(gl ) dgl/(8sr2) (40)
l’,m’,n’
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leading to

C’’"(2) E C’’"’(q%)C’"n(cP)/(21 + 1). (41)

At the end, for central functions f(B, (o) depending on the
orientation distance b(gq, g), only, with g0q {0, 0, 0} (cf..q--’ 0 in
(35)) and using Dtm,({0, 0, 0))= dim, as well as (11) the asked
result reads"

Ct(2) (21 + 1)[C1(B1)/(21 + 1)][C1(B2)/(21 + 1)l. (42)

Comparing this formula with the relationship (38) for n 2 (C -H, h; l =k) a full analogy to the previously considered one-
dimensional case is seen. Therefore in order to find the form of the
normal distribution in the G-space we can use the program
explained in context with (36).

7 THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE G-SPACE
(CENTRAL FUNCTIONS)

The problem is to calculate for n---oo the multiple convolution
intergral of type (33) using, as for (36), identical pq)(b)= p)(b)
with decreasing dispersion (or peak width) for increasing n.
Taking for qg(’)(b) the simplest bell-shaped distribution (12) we get
using (14) and 1(n) 10//"

C/(W(’O) (21 + 1)[1- 1(1 + 1)(qJo/2)2 ], n >> 1. (43)

For n convolutions

Cl(n) (21 + 1) 1-I [Cl(Bq)/(21 + 1)l
q--1

(44)

follows from (42). Finally, with the help of (43), we get
for the Ct coefficients of the considered normal distribution
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(x l(1 + 1)(Wo/2)2-- 1(1 + 1)e) the result

G(normal) lira n (2/+ 1) I-I 1
q-’-"

(21 + 1) e -el(l+l) Cl(e), (45)
first given by Savjolova. Introducing for this distribution the
notation f(e, &) we have according to (11)

f(e, (o)= Cl(e)gl((O). (46)
l=0

Of course, due to the central limit theorem, the result (45) does
not depend on the fact that we have used (43)an expression
following from Bunge’s Gaussian distribution (cf. (14)). The same
result will arise if e.g. for q0<)(b) the standard Gaussian distribu-
tion (16, 17) is chosen, with S<) So" n, e 1/(2So).
The characteristic property of the normal distribution f(e, &) is

the extremely simple form of its CI coefficients (45). Moreover, as
for the standard Gaussian or Lorentzian distributions, the whole
width-spectrum of a bell-shaped curves can be described by the
width parameter e. For e 0 we get a delta function and e oo

describes the case of the random distribution. Unfortunately the
explicit form of f(e, (o) cannot be seen from the series (46) in
contradiction to the analytically closed expressions for the model
distributions (12), (16), and (23) considered up to now. Especially
unfavourable is the fact that an explicit relationship is missing
between the width parameter e and the halfwidth b of the
corresponding bell-shaped curve (cf. (15), (18), (25)).

In order to overcome this disadvantage the series (46) was
carefully analysed. The following approximative expressions were
found to describe f(e, (o) with very high accuracy for e < 1(- b <
210):

f(, &) e-3/2 ea4

x[-e-’2/((b- 2r)e’/ + (b + 2r) e /()-"/}] 2sin (47)

e b2/{16 In [b/(2 sin(b/4))]}. (48)
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The region b < 210 is sufficient for all practical problems connected
with bell-shaped distributions. For very flat curves (e > 1) the series
(46) converges rapidly due to the exponential factor l(l + 1) in (45).
The derivation of the formula (47) is given in the appendix A.

In Figure 4 the three Gaussian distributions discussed are shown
for b 60. As can be seen even for this relatively large halfwidth
the normal distribution is practically identical with Bunge’s Gauso
sian (differences lower than 0.01%). For lower halfwidths typical in
practice, the deviations are even much smaller. Therefore, working
with the harmonic apparatus for fit problems as in (Liicke et al.,
1986), it can be recommended to use for Bunge’s Gaussian
distribution the simpler and (especially for large l) more exact
Fourier coefficients (45) together with the relationships (15) and
(48). The standard Gaussian distribution (16) differs from the first
two distributions for large halfwidths, only. Already for b 20 the
difference of the maximum values decreases to 1% and will be
much smaller for lower b.

2O

BG,N

b

SG

:i* 30* so 90

Figure 4 Comparison of the three "Gaussian" distributions in the G-space for a
relatively large halfwidth b=60 (_A=36.03; S=5.174; e=0.09727). "SG"--
Gaussian standard distribution (16). Bunge’s Gaussian distribution ("BG" (12)) and
the normal distribution ("N" (47)) can optically be distinguished for larger
halfwidths, only. For the given example, we have f(qJ, 0) 59.87; f(e, 0) 59.86.
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As was already explained, the advantage of the standard distribu-
tions (16) and (23) is the knowledge of analytically closed expres-
sions for the most important related functions in texture analysis. In
spite of the valuable approximation for the normal distribution (47),
the calculation of its pole figures is still restricted to series (20) like
those for Bunge’s Gaussian distribution, and is therefore affected
with the already mentioned numerical problems.

8 SPECIFIC PROPERTIES OF THE LORENTZIAN
DISTRIBUTION

As can directly be shown using (37) and (38) the convolution of two
common normal distributions (28) with $1 :2 0 exactly leads to
a normal distribution again, with the resulting dispersion D d +
d2 and X 0. An analogous property we will get for the normal
distribution f(e, (o) in the G-space. Indeed, from (45) and (42) it
follows e e + e2.
The name "Lorentzian" standard distribution was first chosen for

(23) by purely qualitative reasons. As it was already discussed in
connection with Figure 2 the Lorentzian standard distribution is
more narrow in the vicinity of the top of its peak than a Gaussian
distribution with the same halfwidth b and altitude. Moreover, it
possesses a long tail which decreases only slowly with increasing
distances from the position of the peak maximum. The classic
Gaussian (28) and Lorentzian curves ($ 0)

2
fL(x)

brr[1 + (2x/b)21 (49)

show the same properties. However, the analogy of the two
Lorentzian curves (23) and (49) is much closer yet. Indeed,
considering the convolution of two Lorentzian distributions (49)
using (37) and (38) it exactly follows that the resulting curve will
also be a Lorentzian curve with the halfwidth b bl + b. The same
we get for the Lorentzian (23) in the G-space using the equations
(42) and (24)._leading to t tl.t2. From (25) the approximation
t exp (-b/V6) can be found for small b. So, in full analogy to the
classic Lorentzian curve, it follows b bl / b2.
From a first sight there seems to be a contradiction to the central
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limit theorem considered in paragraph 5. Indeed, using for the
qq(X) in (33) the Lorentzian curve (49) we will never get the normal
distribution for large n because the convolution of Lorentzian
distributions leads to a Lorentzian curve again. The same is valid
for the standard Lorentzian distribution (23). However, in connec-
tion with the formulation of the central limit theorem it was
remarked that the functions qgq(X) have to obey some conditions.
The Lorentzian curve is right an example not obeying these
conditions (cf. appendix B).
The last circumstance is not of purely mathematical interest, only.

As it was already discussed in paragraph 3, the form of texture
components may contain certain informations on the mechanisms of
texture development. Because the Lorentzian distribution is (like
the normal distribution) invariant in regard of convolutions con-
nected with "sums" of reorientations, it is not to exclude that
texture components with a Lorentzian peak form may arise for
certain mechanisms. Due to the continuous improvement of statis-
tics in numerical calculations modelling processes of texture de-
velopment, a direct analysis of the connection of peak forms and
mechanisms of texture development becomes a real and interesting
problem, now.
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APPENDIX A

The series for the normal distribution (45, 46)
to tof(e, to) (2/+ 1) e -el(l+l) sin (2/+ 1) - sin -=-- Z(e, to)/sin. (AI)

converges relatively slowly for small half-widths b << :( e << 1). For
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this reason we tried to find another series converging more rapidly
in this case.
At first we can write

Z(e, to)= -2- , e-’’(’+) cos (2/+ 1) (A2)
l=0

Introducing the new variables

v (A3)2’ q=e "

we get

Z(E, tO)"-
1 t E ql(l+l)COS ((21 + 1)rv). (A4)

Comparing this expression with the series of Jacobi’s 02 function
(Erd61yi, 1953)

02(v, q)= 2q/4 qO,+l)cos ((2n + 1)v) (A5)

it follows

Z(e, )="
q-l/4
2 6v 02(v’ q)" (A6)

Although this allows to express the series (A1) by a known spedal
function, nothing is earned as long as 02 can only be calculated, by
the series (AS), possessing the same bad convergence for e << 1
( q 1) as the initial form (A1). Fortunately, there is a special
transformation leading to series of type (A5) with << 1 for e < 1.
With

r In q, v/ r, , (A7)

and
e-i/ eanq e-/ (A8)

the following equation is valid:

02(v, q)= 02(v [z)= 04( )e’/

e (A9)
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I.e. we have

02(1), q)----/f’-3/2e-inv-/[ ]-- - 04(0 ) --i2v04(0, 0) (A10)

At the end, using the series

cos (2nz0) (All)
n=l

we get by (A10, 6, 3) the asked result

’ (e-ro2/e)/4-3/2Z(e, o)=-e
x o + (-1) e-’-’[(o :n) e’+ (. + :Zn)

providing the approximation (47) for f(e, 5).
Except o (where Z(e, o) itself is small due to the factor

exp(-o/4e)) the sum in the last expression can usually be
neglected in comparison with o. Indeed, already for a relatively
large half-width b =60 ( e0.1) the factor exp(-n/e) is
the order of 10-4 ", only. For b 15 (=̂ e 0.006) we get 10-9

correspondingly.

APPENDIX B

It is rather trivial why the central limit theorem does not work in
the case of the common Lorentzian curve (49). In connection with
(29), we have of course supposed that the dispersions dq exist. But
(49) provides an infinite value due to the infinite integration
boundaries in (29) and the long tail of the Lorentzian distribution
disappearing too slowly.

This difficulty does not exist for the finite G-space (1), (3). For
small halfwidths (b << at, i.e. t 1)

d (o2f(t, (o) dg/(8:r2) - (o2f(t, (o) sin2 d6
(8 In 2 at2/6)(1 t2) (B1)
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can be found for the standard Lorentzian distribution (23). There-
fore, using

t(’) 1
I
do/(16 In 2 It2/3) 1 2 __6 (B2)

n n

our working condition
n

D lim n ooD lim n-- oo dq,, lim n oOndo/n do (B3)
q=l

used in connection with (35, 36), is obeyed. But this is not sufficient
in order to get the normal distribution for a sort of qg’(x). At first,
qg(x) has to go to a delta function for n oo. This condition is also
obeyed for f(t, (o) with t from (B2). The remaining demand
concerns the velocity characterizing how quickly the tail of
decreases with increasing n. In a simplified formulation, sufficient
for our purposes, we can say that n. 99(tb r) has to disappear
for n oo. Just this condition is not obeyed for f(t, (o) (23) due to

lim n --> oo n. f(t(), :r) lim n -- oon(1 t(n)2)/(1 + t(n)2)2 6 :: O.

(a4)
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